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L
ayer-by-layer (LbL) assemblies, which
are nanoscale films made from the
alternate adsorption of oppositely

charged species, have found widespread
applications in optics,1 drug delivery,2,3

bioactive membranes,4 sensors,5 and con-
ductive coatings.6 The growth and proper-
ties of LbL films are influenced by a number
of parameters including ionic strength,7,8

salt-type,9�11 pH,12,13 solvent quality,14 tem-
perature,15�17 and humidity.18 However,
very little is known about the thermal beha-
vior of LbL films, and knowledge of such
properties is critical for understanding
mechanical properties and the mechanism
of LbL growth. For example, Lavalle et al.19

proposed that exponential growth was at-
tributed to the diffusion of chains “in and
out” of the film, and that linear growth was
attributed to the inability of chains to diffuse
within the time scale of adsorption. If such a
hypothesis is true, then one might expect
exponentially growing films to be more mo-
bile or viscoelastic than linearly growing
films; reflecting these differences in mobility,
linearly growing films may possess a glass
transition temperature (Tg) higher than that
of exponentially growing films. Therefore, it
is pertinent to understand thermal proper-
ties such as Tg, physical aging, and thermal
cross-linking, but these are often difficult to
measure because LbL films can be very thin.
Because LbL assemblies are grown in an

aqueous environment, the thermal andme-
chanical properties of the hydrated film
are of particular interest. Depending on as-
sembly condition, LbL films can behave as
either viscoelastic or rigid films.20�23 Several
groups investigating the mechanical prop-
erties of LbL films have reported dramatic
changes in modulus for dry versus hydrated

films;18,24�32 these findings suggest that
water, acting as a plasticizer, lowers the
glass transition temperature (Tg) and in-
creases viscoelasticity.
Several noteworthy contributions to the

thermal analysis of LbL assemblies have fo-

cused on a system of strong polyelectro-

lytes, positively charged poly(diallyldimethyl-

ammonium chloride) (PDAC), and nega-

tively charged polystyrene sulfonate (PSS).
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ABSTRACT

Layer-by-layer (LbL) assemblies are remarkable materials, known for their tunable mechanical,

optical, and surface properties in nanoscale films. However, questions related to their thermal

properties still remain unclear. Here, the thermal properties of a model LbL assembly of strong

polyelectrolytes, poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)/poly(styrene sulfonate) (PDAC/PSS),

assembled from solutions of varying ionic strength (0�1.25 M NaCl) are investigated using

quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) and modulated differential scanning

calorimetry. Hydrated exponentially growing films (assembled from 0.25 to 1.25 M NaCl)

exhibited distinct thermal transitions akin to a glass transition at 49�56 �C; linearly growing
films (assembled without added salt) did not exhibit a transition in the temperature range

investigated and were glassy. Results support the idea that exponentially growing films have

greater segmental mobility than that of linearly growing films. On the other hand, all dry LbL

assemblies investigated were glassy at room temperature and did not exhibit a Tg up to 250 �C,
independent of ionic strength. For the first time, thermal transitions such as Tg values can be

measured for LbL assemblies using QCM-D by monitoring fluctuations in changes in dissipation,

allowing us to probe the film's internal structure as a function of film depth.

KEYWORDS: glass transition . polyelectrolyte multilayers . layer-by-layer
assembly . modulated differential scanning calorimetry . quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation
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Mueller et al.33 reported a decrease in modulus of 2
orders magnitude at 35 �C for hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL
capsules terminated with PSS. Köhler et al.34 reported
that hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL capsules terminated with
PSS shrank at 35�40 �C upon heating, which was
attributed to a glassy-to-viscoelastic melting process
observed usingmicrodifferential scanning calorimetry.
Nazaran et al.35 observed an increase in lateral mo-
bility of 1�2 orders of magnitude for PDAC/PSS LbL
assemblies terminated with PDAC at 65 �C, which was
attributed to a thermal transition. Historically, this
transition has been termed a “glass transition” and
has been thought to arise from the breaking of ion
pairs and subsequent chain relaxation. Ghostine and
Schlenoff36 reported that for hydrated PDAC/PSS
LbL films terminated with PSS in the presence of
ferricyanide probing ions, the diffusion coefficient of
ferricyanide within the film increased with increasing
temperature (15 to 50 �C); however, no clear phase
transition was observed. Considering that mobility and
Tg are related, it is reasonable that temperature should
influence whether LbL assemblies grow linearly or ex-
ponentially. Salomäki et al.37 observed that PDAC/PSS
LbL films assembled from 0.1 M NaBr transitioned from
linear growth at 15 and 25 �C to exponential growth at
45 and 55 �C.
The prior results collectively suggest that relaxation

of and diffusion within hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL assem-
blies are highly sensitive to temperature. On the other
hand, the prior work also points to the inherent
difficulty in reliably measuring transition temperatures
in LbL assemblies, motivating us to investigate thermal
transitions in dry and hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL assem-
blies exhibiting linear and exponential growth. Re-
cently, we demonstrated that dry poly(allylamine
hydrochloride)/poly(acrylic acid) PAH/PAA LbL films
were glassy at room temperature, and that they
cross-linked at elevated temperatures before anymea-
surable Tg could be detected.38,39 In earlier work,
dry hydrogen bonding polyethylene oxide/PAA LbL
films had a Tg between that of its homopolymer
constituents.40�42 Despite these recent advances, key
questions remain regarding the influence of hydration
and ionic strength on thermal properties and regard-
ing their relationship with themechanism of linear and
exponential film growth.
In this present work, we investigate two comple-

mentary methods of detecting glass transition tem-
peratures in LbL films. PDAC/PSS LbL assemblies are
chosen as the model system because they grow line-
arly or exponentially, depending on ionic strength,
and because they are popularly studied strong poly-
electrolytes. Hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL thin films
(70�300 nm) are examined using temperature-
controlled quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
(QCM-D), and free-standing dry and hydrated bulk
PDAC/PSS LbL assemblies (1�1.5 μm) are examined

using modulated differential scanning calorimetry
(MDSC). The former technique is particularly novel in
that it has never before been used to detect thermal
transitions in LbL assemblies. QCM-D provides us with a
novel route to accurately probe such transitions for
ultrathin polymer films via changes in both hydrated
film mass and viscoelasticity as a function of film depth.
The technique is not limited to LbL assemblies but can
potentially be used to detect thermal transitions uni-
versally in different polymeric systems. Results indicate
that hydrated exponentially growing PDAC/PSS LbL
films have Tg values around 49�56 �C, whereas linearly
growing assemblies do not have a detectable glass
transition and are glassy at room temperature. Both
linearly and exponentially growing LbL assemblies in
the dry state do not have a detectable Tg and are glassy
at room temperature. Results support the hypothesis
that exponentially growing films have more mobility
relative to linearly growing films, allowing for greater
interdiffusion of polyelectrolytes among layers during
the assembly process.

RESULTS

We performed QCM-D experiments on select PDAC/
PSS LbL assemblies assembled from solutions of 0 to
1.25MNaCl, where polyethyleneimine (PEI) was added

Figure 1. (a) Frequency and dissipation changes for
PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7 LbL films assembled from 0.5 M NaCl
during LbL film deposition (PD/PDAC, PS/PSS, W/rinse). (b)
Hydrated thickness as a function of layer number for PEI-
(PDAC/PSS) LbL films assembled from 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 M
NaCl. The initial PEI layer is taken as the zeroth layer.
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as an initial layer to promote adsorption. Our motiva-
tion was to examine if ionic strength (or linear vs

exponential growth) affects Tg. As solutions of PDAC
and PSS were alternately flowed over a quartz crystal,
changes in frequency (ΔF) and dissipation (ΔD) were
monitored. Figure 1a shows the response for a typical
build up of a PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7 LbL film assembled from
0.5MNaCl, where the subscript denotes the number of
layer pairs deposited. A decrease in ΔF indicates that
the mass of the hydrated film adsorbed on the crystal
increases, and an increase in ΔD indicates that the
viscoelasticity of the film increases. As the number of
layers increased, ΔF decreased, confirming LbL film
growth. ΔD increased after the first bilayer and then

oscillated over a constant value. The relatively low ΔD
value indicates that the film is somewhat rigid, as
suggested by others.43,44 Using the Sauerbrey mass
and thickness as an initial guess, we calculated mass
and thickness changes using a Voigt viscoelasticmodel
(Figure 1b and Table S1). Exponential growth was
observed for 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl assembly solu-
tions, and linear growth was observed for the case of
no added salt, which matches previous reports.7,8 For
the 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl assembly conditions,
PDAC mass increased far more relative to PSS mass
during their respective adsorption steps. Such behav-
ior has been reported elsewhere and is associated with
exponential growth.8,43�45

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of ΔF and ΔD for the 13th overtone of (a) PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7 LbL films assembled from
1.0 M NaCl (uncorrected) and (b) for the bare crystal immersed in 1.0 M NaCl. Temperature dependence of correctedΔF (c,e)
andΔD (d,f) for PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7 LbL films assembled from 0, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl. The third overtones are shown in (c,d), and
the 13th overtones are shown in (e,f). Heating at a rate of 1 �C/min.
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Following assembly, temperature-controlled QCM-D
was used to observe changes in frequency and dis-
sipation for PEI(PSS/PDAC) LbL films assembled from 0,
0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl solutions with PDAC as the
terminal layer. During the experiment, LbL films were
submerged in water of ionic strength matching their
assembly conditions, and samples were ramped from
25 to 55 �C at 1 �C/min except in the case of LbL films
assembled from 0.25 MNaCl, wherein the temperature
was ramped from 25 to 65 �C. Figure 2a shows raw
frequency and dissipation changes for the 13th over-
tone for PEI(PSS/PDAC)7 LbL films assembled from
1.0 M NaCl, which includes the response of not only
for the LbL film but also for the bare crystal. The
temperature-dependent response of the bare crystal
submerged in 1.0 M NaCl is shown in Figure 2b. Because
the density and viscosity of water are also functions of
temperature, so is the submerged crystal's response.46 To
isolate the response of the LbL film alone, the changes in
frequency and dissipation of the bare crystal were sub-
tracted from the raw frequency and dissipation changes
of the LbL assemblies, resulting in Figure 2c�f.
One unique feature of QCM-D is the ability to probe

changes in frequency and dissipation at various pene-
tration depths using overtones. Various overtones
have penetration depths dependent on the decay
length of the evanescent wave in contact with the film
and the contacting fluid. Lower overtones have a larger
penetration depth compared to higher overtones. For
instance, for water at 20 �C, the penetration depth of
the evanescent wave is∼145 nm from the crystal�film
interface for the third overtone compared to ∼50 nm
for the 13th overtone. In other words, lower overtones
probe deeper into the film, whereas higher overtones
are more sensitive to the film closer to the crystal�film
interface.47,48 Figure 2c,d shows changes in corrected
frequency and dissipation for the third overtone for
PEI/(PSS/PDAC) LbL films terminated with PDAC and
assembled from 0, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl. For all ionic
strengths explored, the corrected ΔF decreased with
increasing temperature, suggesting an increase in
hydration. For LbL films assembled from 0.5 and
1.0 M NaCl, a distinct step change in ΔD was observed
at 52 and 48 �C, respectively, where ΔD abruptly
increased by 1 to 2 � 10�6 units, indicating a sudden
increase in viscoelasticity. The magnitude of the step
change associated with the transition was greater than
the noise, allowing us to accurately measure the
transition itself. In contrast, no step-change in ΔD
was observed for LbL films assembled without added
salt. Generally for each of the four cases explored, ΔD
slightly increased with temperature.
Figure 2e,f shows changes in corrected frequency

and dissipation for the 13th overtone for PEI/(PSS/
PDAC) LbL films terminated with PDAC assembled
from 0, 0.5, and 1.0 M NaCl. Similar to data from the
thirdovertone,ΔFdecreasedwith increasing temperature,

and step changes in ΔD were observed for films
assembled from 0.5 and 1.0 M NaCl at temperatures
coinciding with the transitions previously observed.
The magnitude of the step change for the 13th over-
tone was much larger, where ΔD increased by 15 �
10�6 and 4 � 10�6 units, compared to the third over-
tone for films assembled from 0.5 and 1.0 M NaCl,
respectively. In other words, the transition was more
prominent closer to the crystal�film interface. Unlike
the third overtone's response, dissipation decreased
up to the step change with increasing temperature,
indicating that the film near the crystal�film interface
became more rigid prior to the transition. The absolute
values of ΔD for PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled from
0.5 and 1.0 M NaCl varied from sample to sample.
However, the overall trend in ΔD remained consistent,
and the temperature of the step change was reprodu-
cible from sample to sample. No step change inΔDwas
observed for films assembled without added salt.
The step change in ΔD observed for exponentially

growing LbL films using QCM-D is likely attributed to a
thermal transition associated with the breaking of ion
pairs and subsequent chain relaxation, resulting in a
more viscoelastic film. The temperature for the glassy�
viscoelastic transition observed in QCM-D coincides
with the Tg observed using MDSC. For linearly grow-
ing films, no thermal transition was observed in both
QCM-D and MDSC. Results from films assembled from
1.25 M NaCl were unreliable because of noise in both
ΔF and ΔD owing to film delamination. Some expo-
nentially growing LbL films undergo microphase se-
paration owing to the temperature-activated diffusion
of polymer chains.49 However, in this present study,
optical microscopy of PEI/(PSS/PDAC) LbL films indi-
cated no phase separation or dewetting upon heating
(Figure S1).
Unique behavior was observed for films assembled

from 0.25 M, where characteristics of both linearly
and exponentially growing films were observed
(Figure S2b). Growth was exponential but far less so than
films assembled at higher ionic strengths (Figure 1).

Figure 3. Temperature dependence for corrected ΔF and
ΔD for a PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7.5 LbL film assembled from 0.5 M
NaCl (13th overtone).
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From the third overtone, the step changes inΔF andΔD
for PEI/(PSS/PDAC) LbL films assembled from 0.25 M
NaCl terminated with PDAC were only detected from
repeated cooling cycles (56 �C) and were small in
magnitude, indicating that the transition is rather weak.
In the 13th overtone, the transitions were nearly non-
existent. These observations suggest that this assembly
condition represents a tipping point for linear to ex-
ponential growth and behavior.
Because several reports33,34,50,51 indicate that the

terminal layer can have a dramatic effect on the
temperature response in PDAC/PSS LbL capsules, we
desired to explore this so-called “odd�even” phenom-
enon by performing QCM-D with PSS as the terminal
layer. Figure 3 shows the temperature response for a
PEI/(PSS/PDAC)7.5 LbL film (initially 191 nm thick) as-
sembled from 0.5MNaCl, where the general trends are
distinctly different from Figure 2, where PDAC was the
terminal layer.ΔF andΔD for LbL films terminatedwith
PSS fluctuated around a constant value from 25 to 35 �C.
Upon further heating from 35 to 45 �C, ΔF abruptly
increased and ΔD abruptly decreased. During this tran-
sition, the hydrated mass decreased and the film be-
came more rigid. At higher temperatures (45�55 �C),
both ΔF and ΔD remained more or less constant.
The transitions observed here for thin PDAC/PSS films
complement prior reports,33,50,52 where PDAC/PSS LbL

capsules swell with increasing temperature if PDAC is
the terminal layer, but capsules shrink if PSS is the
terminal layer.
To corroborate QCM-D findings, MDSC experiments

were performed on dry homopolymers PDAC and PSS
and PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled with and without
salt. MDSC is especially useful for sensitively and
accurately measuring weak glass transitions. A modu-
lated temperature ramp allows for separation of the
reversing and nonreversing heat flows. Reversing heat
flow captures phenomena (Tg, changes in Cp) at time
scales shorter than the modulation period; nonrevers-
ing heat flow captures phenomena (aging, reactions)
at time scales longer than the modulation period. We
restrict our focus mainly to the reversible heat flow
because most nonreversing heat flow curves were
featureless, unless otherwise noted.
Figure 4 shows the second MDSC heating cycle for

dry homopolymers PDAC and PSS. From the inflection
point in the reversing curve, dry PDAC homopolymer
exhibited a Tg at 170 ( 4 �C; this Tg was accompanied
by a small peak in the nonreversing curve, which we
attribute to enthalpic relaxation associated with aging
(Figure 4a). On the other hand, dry homopolymer PSS
did not exhibit a Tg in the temperature range investi-
gated (Figure 4b). Hydrated (12 wt % water) homo-
polymers PSS and PDAC were evaluated from 5 to
110 �C and did not have detectable Tg values, either
(Figures S3 and S4). Therefore, the “hydrated” Tg of the
homopolymersmay lie above 110 �C or below 5 �C, but
we cannot directly confirm this using our present
techniques. It is more likely that the Tg is above
110 �C, given our own observations, where both poly-
mers remained brittle even when slightly hydrated.
Next, we examined PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled

onto Teflon from solutions of ionic strengths ranging
from 0 to 1.25 M NaCl. PDAC/PSS LbL films were
assembled until the film thickness was 1�1.5 μm. The
isolated LbL films were brittle and flaky (Figure 5).
Interestingly, even though dry homopolymer PDAC
has a well-defined Tg, dry PDAC/PSS LbL films did not

Figure 4. MDSC thermograms of (a) dry PDAC and (b) dry
PSS homopolymers (second heating scan). Ramped at
3 �C min�1, amplitude of 1 �C, period of 60 s.

Figure 5. Free-standing dry PDAC/PSS LbL film assembled
from 1.0 M NaCl.
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have a detectable Tg, regardless of the ionic strength of
the assembly solution (Figure 6a). The dry films likely
have Tg values higher than the maximum temperature
investigated, considering that the films were brittle at
room temperature. We attribute the dry film's glassy
behavior to strong ion pairing between quaternary
ammonium and sulfonate groups.
In contrast to dry films, the behavior of PDAC/PSS

LbL films hydrated in 12 wt % of their respective
assembly solutions was quite different. Figure 6b
shows an example of a MDSC thermogram for a
hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL film assembled from 1.0 M
NaCl. A clear thermal transition at 51 �C was observed
in the reversing curve. Figure 6c shows MDSC thermo-
grams of hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled from
0 to 1.25 M NaCl. There was no significant deviation in

Tg with respect to ionic strength (0.25 to 1.25 M NaCl),
except for films assembled without added salt, where
no Tg was observed. Figure 6d shows an expanded
view of the transitions, all of which are weak. No
odd�even effect was observed for MDSC samples
(Figure S5), in contrast to QCM-D experiments, sug-
gesting that such an effect occurs for only thin samples.
Table 1 summarizes findings from both MDSC and
QCM-D experiments.

DISCUSSION

Temperature-controlled QCM-D and MDSC allow for
the direct measurement of thermal transitions in LbL
assemblies, which we have demonstrated using a
model system of strong polyelectrolytes, PDAC/PSS.
The following discussion will address the thermal

Figure 6. (a) MDSC thermogram of dry and (b) hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled from 1.0 M NaCl. (c) Reversing heat
flow for hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled from 0 to 1.25 M NaCl, and (d) an expanded view of (c). Curves have been
shifted along the y-axis for clarity. Cooling at 2 �C min�1, amplitude of 1.272 �C for 60 s.

TABLE 1. Tg Values for PDAC/PSS LbL Films and Homopolymers in Dry and Hydrated States

dry (MDSC) Tg (�C) hydrated (12 wt % H2O, MDSC) Tg (�C) hydrated (12 wt % H2O, QCM-D) Tg (�C)

PDAC homopolymer 170 ( 4 a N/A
PSS homopolymer a a N/A
PDAC/PSS (no salt) a a a
PDAC/PSS (0.25 M NaCl) a 52 ( 5 56 ( 2b,c

PDAC/PSS (0.5 M NaCl) a 51.0 ( 0.2 53 ( 1b

PDAC/PSS (1.0 M NaCl) a 52 ( 1 49 ( 3b

PDAC/PSS (1.25 M NaCl) a 51.0 ( 0.6 delaminated

a Not detectable in the temperature range investigated. b PDAC was the terminal layer. c Cooling cycle.
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properties of thin LbL films measured using QCM-D
and those of thick LbL films measured using MDSC as
they relate to growthmechanism, confinement effects,
and internal structure.
QCM-D in combinationwithMDSCprovides detailed

information on film hydration and viscoelasticity of
PDAC/PSS LbL films during the glass transition. QCM-D
is not commonly employed to probe glass transitions, but
one report by Forrest et al. studied the relaxationdynamics
for poly(styrene) thin films modified with silicon carbide
nanoparticles using QCM-D bymonitoring the changes in
the dissipation as a function of film thickness.53 Naturally,
this technique is apotentially valuable tool for studying the
effect of confinement on thin films and could be useful for
polymers beyond just LbL assemblies.
One unique aspect of QCM-D is that the various

overtones give insight into the LbL film's structure at
various penetration depths relative to the crystal�film
interface, so that different regions can be probed. The
third overtone penetrates more deeply into the film
and yields a response that is averaged over that
particular depth, sampling both film close to the crystal
�film interface and interior. On the other hand, the
13th overtone penetrates less deeply into the film, and
the response is dominated more by film close to the
crystal�film interface. The trend in ΔD with tempera-
ture is particularly different for the third and 13th
overtones (Figure 2). With films assembled from 1.0 M

NaCl as an example, ΔD generally increases with tem-
perature for the third overtone but decreases with
temperature for the 13th overtone. These results sug-
gest that film close to the crystal (13th overtone)
becomes more rigid, whereas the interior film (3rd
overtone) becomes more viscoelastic as temperature
increases. In both overtones, the Tgwas characterizedby
a sudden increase in ΔD, but the magnitude of the
transitionwas larger for the 13th overtone relative to the
third overtone. In otherwords, structural rearrangement
close to the substrate was larger than that of the interior
of the film. This finding may be explained by a recent
neutron reflection study,54 which measured a larger
surface roughness in layers closer to the substrate than
in the bulk. Those layers closer to the substrate were
more interdigitated and intermixed than layers farther
away from the substrate.
Considering that the growth of the first few layer

pairs proceeds differently from subsequent layers, one
might expect variance in structure and thermal beha-
vior with respect to number of layer pairs. To test this
hypothesis, QCM-D was performed on three and five
layer pairs of hydrated PEI/(PSS/PDAC) LbL films termi-
nated with PDAC and assembled from 1.0 M NaCl
(Figures 7 and 8). For a film of three layer pairs
(58 nm), no Tg was observed; however, for a film of
five layer pairs (230 nm), aweak Tg at 51 �Cwas present.
PDAC/PSS LbL filmswith few layer pairsmay not exhibit
a Tg either because of (i) polymer�substrate interactions,

Figure 7. CorrectedΔF andΔD as a function of temperature
for PEI/(PSS/PDAC)3 LbLfilms assembled from1.0MNaCl for
the (a) third and (b) 13th overtones.

Figure 8. CorrectedΔF andΔD as a function of temperature
for PEI/(PSS/PDAC)5 assembled in 1.0MNaCl for the (a) third
and (b) 13th overtone.
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which could limit segmental relaxations, or (ii) differences
in the structure of the film between early and later stages
of growth. The latter is possible considering that the
number of water molecules per ion pair varies with the
number of layer pairs; the first few layer pairs have less
water, and water content stabilizes after the eight layer
pair.55 In our present work, we consistently observe Tg
values in analogous films of seven layer pairs or more.
This result suggests that water, which plasticizes the film,
plays a significant role in the thermal transition.
Considering that an LbL film comprises two compo-

nents, it is important to consider the thermal properties
of the components themselves. MDSC thermograms
(Figure 4a) show that PDAC homopolymer exhibits a
well-defined glass transition at 170( 4 �C. This value is
considerably higher than a previous report,56 where a
Tg of 68 �C was found for PDAC of an unspecified
molecular weight; therefore, such a difference may
possibly be explained by differences in molecular
weight. For PSS, no Tgwas observed in the temperature
range investigated (0�250 �C) (Figure 4b). Several
researchers have also reported similar results,57,58

where a Tg for PSS was not directly observed. In the
absence of a direct measurement, M'Bareck et al.

inferred the Tg of PSS from blend data using the Fox
equation, estimating a value of 211 �C. Imre et al.58

report a Tg of 180 �C for PSS measured directly
using DSC. Surprisingly, dry PDAC/PSS LbL films did
not exhibit a Tg for all ionic strengths investigated
(Figure 3a). In contrast, dry PDAC/PSS polyelectrolyte
complexes possessed Tg values between 90 and
143 �C, depending on stoichiometry.58 This difference
suggests that PDAC/PSS LbL filmsmay have a structure
dissimilar from analogous polyelectrolyte complexes.
We chose to limit our temperature range to 250 �C
because prior work by Farhat et al. reports that PDAC/
PSS LbL assemblies degrade at 300 �C,59 so the Tg for
the dry LbL film may be above 250 �C.
The fact that MDSC and QCM-D show different

trends in Tg with respect to ionic strength is indicative
of the relative sensitivity of the instrumentation. For
example, we found that QCM-D was far more sensitive
to thermal transitions in LbL assemblies, yielding re-
producible results upon multiple heating and cooling
cycles across different samples and upon repeated
cycling. On the other hand, transitions in LbL assem-
blies observed using MDSC were reproducible only
upon cooling. Therefore, the trend in Tg with respect to
ionic strength ismost accuratelymeasured usingQCM-
D, which showed that the transition temperature
decreased from 56 to 49 �C as the assembly solutions'
ionic strength increased from 0.25 to 1.0MNaCl. As the
ionic strength increases, the number of ion pairs within
the film decreases because of shielding; segmental
mobility increases, and Tg decreases. To examine if
the ionic strength of the immersion solution influences
the thermal properties, a PDAC/PSS LbL film assembled

from 1.0MNaCl was immersed in water without added
salt and MDSC was performed; a Tg at 51 �C was still
present (Figure S5).
The Tg value for hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL films

assembled from salt (49�56 �C) observed herein lies
within the range of transition values observed using
other techniques (35�65 �C) but is somewhat higher
than analogous LbL capsules.24,33�36,60�62 This differ-
ence may be attributed to the odd�even effect often
observed for capsules, where electrostatic and hydro-
phobic interactions compete to control whether the
film swells or shrinks upon heating. In this present
work, the odd�even effect was observed for thin films
(170�300 nm) but not for thick films (1�1.3 μm).
Thin LbL films terminated with PSS shrank at 35 �C
(Figure 3), similar to PSS-terminated capsules.34,51 On
the other hand, an analogous thin LbL film terminated
with PDAC swelled and became more hydrated upon
heating (Figure 2). As suggested by Köhler et al.,34,50,51

PSS-terminated LbL capsules are dominated by
hydrophobic interactions, and PDAC-terminated LbL
capsules are dominated by electrostatic interactions.
Increasing temperature enhances hydrophobic interac-
tions but also encourages polyelectrolyte dissociation.60

Possible reasons for differences in the thermal proper-
ties of capsules and films include the following: (i)
capsules have a larger surface area exposed to water
relative to flat films, allowing for rapid hydration; (ii)
capsules have unrestrictedmovement facilitating great-
er thermal expansion or contraction, whereas flat LbL
films are restricted by the substrate; and (iii) capsules,
which are assembled from just a few layer pairs, may
have a significant contribution from extrinsic charge
compensation within the capsule shell.11,34,51,61

The observed phenomenon is also related to the
“glass transition ionic strength” concept.62�64 Kovacevic
et al.63 studied the formation and dissolution of
LbL films containing weak polyelectrolytes as a function
of ionic strength. At some critical ionic strength, cg, the
film transitioned from stepwise growth to growth with
overshoots, which indicates initial formation of com-
plexes at the surface and slow dissolution of those
complexes. The critical ionic strength at which this
growth transition occurredwas termed the “glass transi-
tion ionic strength”. At ionic strengths less than cg, the
film was glass-like, while at ionic strengths higher than
cg, the film was liquid-like. Similarly, Chollakup et al.60

demonstrated that polyelectrolyte complexes formed
solid-like precipitates or liquid-like coacervates at lower
ionic strengths or higher ionic strengths, respectively.
Following this reasoning, we expect that the critical ionic
strength for the PDAC/PSS LbL system lies somewhere
between 0 and 0.25 M NaCl.
These new results allow us to comment on

the ongoing discussion regarding linear and ex-
ponential growth as it relates to rigid and soft
films.20,21,24,28,34,62,63,65 It is most relevant to discuss
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the data for the hydrated LbL films examined within
their salt-adjusted solutions because it most accurately
portrays the environment experienced by the LbL film
during the assembly process. Here, the linearly grow-
ing PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled without added salt
did not have a detectable Tg; if the hydrated film had a
Tg, then it would be outside of our current measure-
ment range (likely above 110 �C). In contrast, the
exponentially growing hydrated PDAC/PSS LbL films
assembled with added salt did have a detectable Tg,
albeit above room temperature. Because the Tg of the
exponentially growing films is closer to room tempera-
ture than that of the linearly growing film, the mobility
of polyelectrolytes within the exponentially growing
film may be relatively higher. Enhanced mobility sup-
ports the “in and out” diffusion of polyelectrolytes
observed for exponentially growing films.66 In the
present system studied, exponentially growing films
were assembled in the presence of salt, which leads to
fewer ion pairs than a linearly growing film assembled
without added salt. Accordingly, the Tg of an exponen-
tially growing film should be lower than that of a
linearly growing film because the exponentially grow-
ing film, which has more loops and trains, has greater
free volume.

CONCLUSION

The thermal properties of dry and hydrated PDAC/
PSS LbL films assembled from solutions of varying ionic
strength have been investigated using MDSC and

QCM-D. We demonstrate a distinct glass transition in
exponentially growing films (assembled in the pres-
ence of salt), whereas no detectable glass transitions
were observed in the linearly growing LbL films
(assembled without added salt). The integration of
MDSC with QCM-D results provides new insights into
the structure and thermal properties of LbL films.
Whereas thermal properties are sensitive to the termi-
nal layer (PDAC or PSS) for thin films, bulk PDAC/PSS
LbL films exhibited similar Tg values irrespective of
their termination layer. QCM-D has been employed for
the first time to probe thermal transitions for LbL films.
The analysis of different QCM-D overtones yields an
important tool in analyzing thermal transitions in LbL
assemblies by studying subtle changes in film hydra-
tion and viscoelasticity as a function of penetration
depth.
Our future work will focus on other LbL systems that

grow linearly and exponentially, particularly those
containing weak polyelectrolytes, which are sensitive
to pH. We anticipate that techniques and analyses
presented here can be applied to other thin films
beyond LbL assemblies, such as neutral homopoly-
mers. Temperature-controlledQCM-D ismore sensitive
to thermal transitions than MDSC and provides a
potent tool for simultaneously examining minute
changes in hydration and viscoelasticity. It is particu-
larly useful for systems that contain a solvent such as
water, whose presence may amplify changes in fre-
quency and dissipation.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAC,
Mw = 350 000 g mol�1) and poly(styrene sulfonate sodium salt)
(PSS, Mw = 500 000 g mol�1) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and Scientific Polymer Products, respectively. Poly-
(ethylene imine) (PEI, Mw = 25 000 g mol�1) was purchased
from Polysciences, Inc. Teflon and quartz crystal substrates were
purchased from McMaster Carr and Q-sense, respectively.

Preparation of Free-Standing Layer-by-Layer Assemblies. PDAC and
PSS solutions were made from their respective homopolymers
and 18.2 MΩ Milli-Q water at a concentration of 1 mg/mL. LbL
assemblies were constructed using an automated slide stainer
(HMS series, Carl Zeiss, Inc.). Teflon substrates used to fabricate
free-standing LbL assemblies were cleaned using sonication for
15 min in ethanol, followed by 15 min sonication in deionized
water. Teflon substrates were dipped in PDAC solution for
15 min, followed by three separate rinses with Milli-Q water
for 2, 1, and 1 min, respectively. The substrates were then
dipped in PSS solution for 15 min, followed by another series
of water rinses as before. The ionic strength of assembly was
varied from 0 to 1.25 M NaCl for all baths. The LbL films were
then dried in ambient air and stored in a desiccator until further
use. The films were isolated from their Teflon substrates
(Figure 2) just before MDSC experiments.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (QCM-D) Measurements.
All QCM-D experiments were performed using the Q-sense E1
system. The gold-plated AT-cut quartz crystals were first plasma
treated for 10 min followed by a 10 min immersion in a water/
NH4OH/H2O2 (5:1:1) mixture at 70 �C for 10 min, dried using

nitrogen, and then plasma treated as before. LbL film assembly
was then carried out by first flowing 1 mg/mL PEI solution
(pH 4.5) for 15 min. This initial layer was considered the zeroth
layer and was used as a baseline for all QCM-D experiments.
Then, 0.1 mg/mL PSS solution was passed over the crystal at a
flow rate of 200 μL/min for 15 min, followed by a 5 min rinse
using Milli-Q water. Then, 0.1 mg/mL PDAC solution was passed
for 15 min, followed by rinsing as before. This procedure was
repeated until the desired number of layers was achieved. LbL
films made of PEI/(PSS/PDAC) assembled from 0.5 and 1.0 M
NaCl were constructed in a similar fashion, and rinse solutions
were of matching ionic strengths.

Quantification of QCM-D Data. The Sauerbrey equation, which
relates change in frequency and the adsorbed mass, was used
to provide initial guesses for future models:

Mqcm ¼ �C ΔF

n
(1)

where C is a sensitivity constant and n is the overtone number of
the oscillating frequency (n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13). The mass
deposited on the QCM-D crystal is the coupled mass (i.e., the
mass of the adsorbed polymer including water). The validity of
the Sauerbrey equation is limited to rigid films. For more
viscoelastic films, more complex models have to be employed
to capture changes in both frequency and dissipation. We have
found the Sauerbrey equation to be a good first approximation
for our LbL films. We have used the thickness and mass
calculated from the Sauerbrey equation as an initial guess to
model LbL film growth using the Voigt model.67 We have found
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that both models can be used with reasonable accuracy.
Calculations were performed by taking all overtones (n =
3�13) into consideration using QSoft software (Q-sense). The
decay of the evanescent wave (K) owing to dissipation in an
aqueous medium is about 250 nm for the fundamental fre-
quency (5 MHz for n = 1) according to the equation67

K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πfF
η

s
(2)

where F is the density and η is the viscosity of the fluid
surrounding the crystal surface vibrating at a frequency f.

Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) Measurements.
MDSC was performed on dry samples in a heat�cool�heat
cycle. The sample weight ranged between 5 and 12 mg,
depending on sample availability. Tzero aluminum pans and
lids were used for dry LbL films and homopolymers, and Tzero
hermetic pans and lids were used for hydrated samples. Dry
homopolymers PDAC and PSS as well as dry PDAC/PSS LbL films
were first held at 35 �C for 5 min in a nitrogen purge, then
samples were ramped from 0 to 250 �C at a rate of 3 �C min�1

with amplitude of 1 �C for a period of 60 s. Hydrated films were
ramped from 0 to 115 �C at a rate of 2 �C min�1 with amplitude
of 1.272 �C for a period of 60 s. All MDSC thermograms are
shown in “exotherm down” format.
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